Indium tin oxide (ITO) 
Introduction
In many papers difficulties with high frequency measure− ments are indicated which are related to finite resistivity of ITO electrodes in measuring cells [1] [2] [3] [4] . In Ref. 4 , the way to improve it is to add special (phenomenological) part in an imaginary part of a dielectric spectrum. This part is propor− tional to the frequency of a measuring signal. It seems that technical parameters of measuring cells are very important [1] . Dielectric response of the cell covers the dielectric re− sponse of the measured liquid crystal. First of all, empty cell behaviour under electric field should be known so very im− portant is to measure, with high precision, empty cell pro− perties under AC field. Then, characteristics of a cell filled with liquid crystals. And finally, the way should be known how to calculate the liquid crystal dielectric properties from the measured results.
Cells behaviour

Empty cell behaviour
When the liquid crystalline material is measured, a cell pre− sented in Fig. 1 is used (with the distance d between elec− trodes, the electrode area S, and the capacity C S d 0 0
= e ( ), where e 0 is the vacuum permittivity).
Dielectric properties of empty cell are important. The circuit of real capacitor is presented below. The difference between real and ideal capacitors is their resistivity R. For the real capacitor R > 0 W while for the ideal one R = 0 W.
When the electric signal
is applied, the following equation should be true (from the 2 nd Kirchhoff law) 
E U t i t dt U t i t i t dt U t i t EL AB EL
depends only on the second part E AB . The first part E EL equals always zero. It is why the first parts of Eqs. (5) and (6) are called "elastic", and the second parts "absorption". From the other hand, when a capacitor is ideal, a charge collected on the capacitor should be in phase with electric field
But for real empty capacitor (connected by real wires), its resistivity should be taken into account. Then, the capaci− tance C 0 is modified by the complex coefficient e K *. We obtain
The coefficient e K * has real and imaginary parts. When we compare Eqs. (4) and (8) , one can notice that for real and imaginary parts of e K *, the following expression will be true The first part of Eq. (9) ¢ e K is responsible for energy (charge) accumulation in the empty capacitor, while the se− cond part ¢¢ e K generates the energy dissipation on the passive elements of the circuit.
It means that real capacitor is suitable for charge accu− mulation for angular frequencies below w 0 ( ) w w < 0 . For the higher angular frequencies ( ) w w > 0 , real capacitor dis− sipates charge and energy better than it accumulates them. In Fig. 3 , ¢ e K as well as ¢¢ e K coefficients, as a function of frequency are plotted.
One can see that for the low frequencies, the capacity C equals exactly C 0 (low frequency capacity limits) because ¢ » e K 1. When w w = 0 , the effective capacity equals 50% of C 0 . For high frequencies capacity disappears ( lim ) w®¥ = C 0 . High frequency capacity limit is zero.
From measurement of the empty cell, the low fre− quency capacity limit C 0 , the w 0 parameter can be esti− mated and the frequency measurement range can be determined.
Opto−Electron. Rev., 17, no. The first part q EL of this solution is in a phase with external electric signal, Eq. (1), while the second part q AB is phase−shifted. Shift equals -p 2. The first part is called the elastic part of solution, while the second part is called the ab− sorption part. Why these parts are so called?
After differentiation of Eq. (4), electric current in the circuit is obtained Fig. 3 . Real à and imaginary D parts of the coefficient e K * (calcu− lated from Eq. 9), which modifies capacity of a real empty capacitor, as a function of frequency. Cut−off frequency of RC 0 circuit, f 0 = 500 kHz (it means that inversion of the capacitive time constant w 0 = 10 6 p rad/s). The whole cut−off peak of RC 0 circuit is clearly visible.
Measuring cell with liquid crystal
When the liquid crystal is put into the measuring cell, Eq. (2) is changed into the following equation
where e LC * is the complex permittivity of a liquid crystal− line medium e e e LC LC LC j * = ¢ -¢¢ .
Equation (10) 
Stationary solution of Eq. (12) is as follows
The charge in the capacitor, filled with a liquid crystal, consists of two parts: first part is in phase with external elec− tric field (corresponding to ¢ e EF ), the second part (corre− sponding to ¢¢ e EF ) is phase shifted (by -p 2) in relation to external field.
When we analyse last Eq. (15), one can see that when impedance of the whole sample (capacitor filled with a liq− uid crystal) is measured, the effective (obtained from mea− surement) dielectric permittivities ( ¢ ¢¢ e e EF EF , ) will differ from the dielectric permittivities of a liquid crystalline me− dium ( ¢ ¢¢ e e CK CK , ).
Numerical verification of Eq. (15)
Let us consider that a liquid crystalline medium is characte− rized by two dielectric relaxations typical for smectics, the Goldstone mode with dielectric strength De G = 20 and the relaxation frequency f G = 1 kHz (the angular frequency w G = 2×10 3 p rad/s) and the soft mode with the dielectric strength De S = 4 and the relaxation frequency f S = 100 kHz (the angular frequency w S = 2×10 5 p rad/s). The dielectric permittivity for infinite frequency e ¥ = 2.
The measuring cell (we virtually put into the liquid crystal) with cut−off frequency f 0 = 500 kHz (inversion of capacitive time constant w 0 = 2p f 0 = 10 6 p rad/s) is used. In Fig. 3 , real and imaginary parts of the calculated coefficient e K * are shown.
In Fig. 4 , the dielectric permittivities ¢ e LC and ¢¢ e LC for liquid crystal (numerically generated) as a function of fre− quency are presented (solid lines). One can see two, well separated relaxations. In Fig. 5 , imaginary part of e LC * as a function of a real part of e LC * is plotted (solid line). Well defined two semicir− cles can interpolate the results. One semicircle for each re− laxation mode.
In Fig. 4 dielectric effective permittivity ¢¢ e EF is shifted left, in com− parison with ¢¢ e LC . It means that relaxation frequency of the Goldstone mode f Gef calculated from an effective dielectric constant should be smaller than the theoretical value of this frequency f G . The same effect (much larger) is visible for the soft mode (f Sef < f S ). The real part ¢ e EF of effective di− electric permittivity is shifted left as well.
In Fig. 5 , the imaginary part of e EF * as a function of a real part of e EF * is plotted (as triangles) together with semi− circles suitable for liquid crystals (solid line). One can no− tice that a part of the plot related to the soft mode is more changed than the part related to the Goldstone mode. Addi− tionally, from effective values of the dielectric permittivity e EF *, non−physical value (lower than one) of e ¥ is obtained. This effect is generated by low value of cut−off angular fre− quency w 0 (f 0 ). What means that resistivity of electrodes must be relatively high in this case.
When the effective values of the dielectric permittivity e EF * are calculated, one can use Cole−Cole (C−C) model to obtain parameters of C−C plots [5, 6] . One can determine from calculated parameters, the influence of cell properties on measurements of liquid crystals permittivities.
When a real part of dielectric permittivity is on 0x axis and imaginary part is on the 0y axis, these points can be in− terpolated by a semicircle. When relaxation is single, Debay−type relaxation, this interpolation works well. If not, C−C model should be used [5, 6] . This model introduces the distribution parameter h (h = 0 for "pure" Debay type relaxa− tion, 1 > h > 0 when relaxation is non−Debay type or more than one relaxation is detected). C−C model allows us (see Fig. 6 ) to find the relaxation frequency f R (the imaginary part ¢¢ e has got the maximum for f R ), the static electric permittivity e S (valid for low frequencies f ® 0), the optical electric permittivity e ¥ (valid for optical frequencies: f ® ¥) and h is the distribution parameter (showing us how much relaxation differs from single -Debay relaxation) 
One can see from Figs. 4 and 5 that cell properties can interfere with the dielectric response in the vicinity of soft mode relaxation more than close to Goldstone relaxation. From this reason, the influence of cell properties on C−C pa− rameters obtained for soft mode was analysed. In Table 1 , parameters from C−C model, calculated for both e LC * and of e EF * complex permittivities are shown, compared with pa− rameters from numerical generation. Table 1 . Parameters from C−C model, obtained for soft mode relax− ation. Notation, n−g parameters for numerical generation, e LC * are the parameters calculated from C−C model for liquid crystal mode, e EF * are the parameters calculated from C−C model for effective permittivities. Parameters obtained from C−C semicircle show that cell by itself changes parameters a lot. It is worth to underline that the relaxation frequency f R , is twice lower than the one from numerical generation, the dielectric strength De is more than twice larger that this obtained from numerical generation and optical limit of dielectric permittivity e ¥ has got non physical value (less than 1) ten times lower than a real value from numerical generation. The distribution pa− rameter h is larger for effective permittivities but it is still relatively small.
The effect of frequency relaxation decreasing (due to non ideal cell) is easily noticeable in Fig. 4 . One can predict from Figs. 4 and 5 the effect of increasing of dielectric strength as well as of decreasing e ¥ .
Extraction of the liquid crystal permittivities
e LC * from the effective values e EF * One can conclude from the above, that without any doubt, the cell influence on measurements and on parameters of re− laxation is rather important. The question arises, is it possible to determine "pure" di− electric properties of liquid crystal e LC * from the effective values e EF * measured using non−ideal ITO cell?
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Three special cases
Taking into account the system of Eqs. (17), one can con− sider the special cases: l very good cell (it means that w 0 ® ¥), system of equa− tions changes into the special form
It means that if a very good cell is used the own free re− laxation frequency is very high and it does not influence the measurements and effective dielectric components are iden− tical with "pure" dielectric components of liquid crystal. 
It means that the detected relaxation frequency is ¢ e LC times lower than the empty cell cut−off frequency f 0 . The whole dielectric spectrum is multiplied by ¢ e LC . This result is very important, even in a ferroelectric phase. SmC* phase is characterized by high dielectric permittivity (typically around 10-100). It means that the cell properties can (in some cases) influence the quality of the Goldstone mode de− tection when f f 
For a very good cell, dielectric properties of liquid crys− tal can be measured directly.
Experimental results
This model was used for the real experimental data, col− lected by using of a cell with ITO electrodes (the resistivity r ITO > 100 W/c, the cell gap d ITO = 7 μm, cut−off frequency around f 0 ITO = 0.9 MHz) as well as the cell with golden elec− trodes (the resistivity r GOLD < 1 W/c, the cell gap d GOLD = 20 μm, the cut−off frequency f 0 GOLD > 40 MHz), made in our laboratory. Liquid crystal mixture (called CNK03), with SmA*, SmC*, and SmC A * was measured [7] . In Fig. 7 , di− electric properties (measured in ITO cell) of the investigated mixture are presented.
As it was underlined earlier, dielectric relaxation is more influenced by cell properties for high frequency than for low frequency modes. From this reason a soft mode was selected to show cell influence on dielectric measurements as well as theoretical model usefulness. A temperature range of SmA* phase for the investigated mixture was 76-98°C. Addition− ally BIAS voltage (15 V) was applied, to suppress Gold− stone mode (in the SmC* phase), to have soft mode only. Such prepared data, allow us to observe pure effects related to cell influence on soft mode detection.
In Fig. 8 Cell properties make the dielectric response higher than it could be expected from dielectric strength of a liquid crys− tal. It is well seen in Fig. 10 . An amplitude of imaginary di− electric permittivities is higher for effective values, while relaxation frequency is higher for liquid crystalline values (calculated from the model).
In 
Conclusions
The model presented in this paper allows us to find the true values of dielectric permittivities of liquid crystalline me− dium for relatively high frequencies. As one can see from Fig. 5 and Table 1 , non−ideal cell shifts the measurement re− sults left (in frequency domain). The same effect was found in experiment (Fig. 10) . Relaxation frequencies, measured in ITO cell, are lower than true frequencies (own relaxation frequencies) of liquid crystalline medium. The cell makes, that the dielectric strength De of detected modes is higher than true value (Fig. 9) . Soft mode (in SmA*) is much more influenced by this effect than the Goldstone mode (in SmC*) because soft mode is closer (in frequency domain) to cell cut−off frequency. In some cases, true relaxation frequency (calculated from the proposed model) can be even twice higher than re− laxation frequency obtained from measurements. This model allows us estimation of relaxation frequencies and di− electric strength. What is the advantage of this model in comparison with the calculation proposed in Refs. 3 and 4? The model, from Refs. 3 and 4, works for frequencies from the left wing of cut−off peak (far from the central frequency of this peak) related to cell properties [8] . Only for this fre− quency range, additional spurious component of imaginary part of dielectric permittivity can be estimated as propor− tional to the frequency of a measuring field. The model pre− sented in this paper works, theoretically, for all frequencies (for left and right wings as well as a central part of cut−off peak) but practically works up to central frequency of cut− −off peak. It means that this model works for the frequencies of 1-2 decades higher than the earlier model.
